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INTRODUCTION
Deaths and life-changing injuries
on roads are still a daily and shocking
reality across the UK, caused
either by criminal offences, or
fundamentally by ‘system failures’
in the way our roads and vehicles
are designed. Often it is both.
Brake’s new Vision Zero strategy,
developed in 2019, takes us into
a future of no carnage, while
remaining grounded in the reality
of what we have to do today.

The future is a system of roads and vehicles that
are connected and automated, and that prevent
fatalities and injuries through crash prevention
science. The future is plenty of traffic-free space to
enable us all to move in active ways without danger
or causing air pollution. Brake works for that future.
The reality is congested roads, many drivers who
make mistakes, and some drivers who purposefully
and routinely take risks; and a lack of safe places
to walk and cycle, free of traffic. The reality is
thousands of road crash victims, whose families
have been torn apart by the death or catastrophic
injury of a loved one or several loved ones.
This report explains the breadth of work of the
charity in 2019 which, ultimately is work that could
not have been undertaken without extensive
partnerships with our supporters in communities,
corporations and in government. Together we make
that future a reality, and ensure road victims get the
support they deserve, today. Thank you, everyone.

Mary Williams OBE
Chief executive
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CAMPAIGNING FOR CHANGE
Brake believes in a world where
everyone can move in a safe and
healthy way, every day. We campaign
in the media, via engagement with
the government and parliament,
and through collaboration with our
supporters and partners, working
tirelessly to make this goal a reality.
2019 was a landmark year for road safety, with one
of the most important pieces of road safety legislation
for a generation, the revision of the EU’s General
Safety Regulation, passing into law – it’s anticipated
that the measures within it will prevent 140,000
serious injuries and 25,000 deaths in the EU over
15 years. Brake added its voice within a strong and
collaborative campaigning effort from the road safety
community, helping get this legislation over the line.
We broadcast our views to the public in the media
(reaching the front page of the Daily Mirror and
The Times) and lobbied UK government and MEPs,
with our efforts bolstered by unique driver research
we undertook with our long-standing partners,
Direct Line.
Our work within government continued throughout
2019, with Brake being a trusted advisor on road
safety issues in the year that resulted in the
Department for Transport’s Road Safety Statement
2019. We supported the announcement of CAV PASS,
a new safety regime for connected and autonomous
vehicles, and were quoted in the government’s
official press release, and we also called on the
government to take action on issues ranging from
drink-driving and phone use behind the wheel, to
rural road speed and making streets safer for
cycling and walking.
We also achieved government funding to deliver
a diverse number of programmes towards safe and
healthy mobility, including developing educational
resources to inform the effective teaching of safe and
healthy mobility in schools, and building a digital tool
to support civil society engagement in road safety.

In 2019, we also ran and coordinated national Road
Safety Week, also receiving government, and
commercial, funding for our theme ‘Step up for Safe
Streets’. The week was a great success, shining a
spotlight on how design must be at the centre of our
approach to road safety and engaging communities,
schools and organisations across the country.
Our campaigning efforts are not just focused on
prevention, however. In 2019, we continued our push
for a full review of road traffic offences; and more
statutory support for our continued delivery of our
vital National Road Victim Service. This service
engaged partnerships with the Ministry of Justice,
the Department for Transport, the Foreign and
Commonwealth Office, the Scottish Government,
Police Service of Northern Ireland and Police and
Crime Commissioners across England and Wales.
Our international efforts towards safe and healthy
mobility also expanded in 2019. We continued our
participation in the UN Road Safety Collaboration
and Global Alliance of Road Safety NGOs, working
collaboratively to prepare for the 2020 Global
Ministerial Conference on Road Safety, as well as
expanding the delivery of our Global Fleet Champions
campaign.
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SUPPORTING PEOPLE AFFECTED
BY ROAD CRASHES
Bereaved and seriously injured
road victims are either involved in
a horrific crash, and are injured, or
watch their loved ones die and be
injured, or both; or receive a call
from a hospital, or knock on their
door from a police officer, with the
worst news of all.
Their cases nearly always result in a criminal
investigation and lengthy and complex procedures
as well as shock, grief and multiple practical life
challenges. They face unexpected catastrophic loss
and change on a par with homicide victims, through
violent collisions that indiscriminately kill and maim
children, parents, siblings, partners and other loved
family members.
These vulnerable and devastated families need
expert, quality, and long-lasting support, provided
through a confidential case management service
that is standardised, and involves multiple partners
according to need, and that commences immediately.
Only this approach can ensure their grave and
individual needs are met in the face of a disaster
that is due to either a crime or a failure of our road
transport to offer a safe system.
Brake’s National Road Victim Service provides this
help, and in 2019 we helped 770 bereaved and injured
victims (mainly bereaved) and professionals from
day one, onwards, dealing with a raft of grave and
complex emotional, practical and procedural issues,
safeguarding victims’ needs and delivering a care
pathway that helps them to feel safe, supported and
their wellbeing sustained at a terrible time. We do
this through professional, paid case workers,
operating over the phone and by email, and
advocating on behalf of our service users with
multiple national and local agencies to ensure
victims’ voices are heard and their rights are
accessed.

Brake continues to seek to extend our statutory
funding of the NRVS so we can do so much more,
helping more families bereaved and injured at the
worst time in their lives. Road crash victims have
waited too long to be given a primary justice; namely,
the justice of humanitarian care equivalent to that
received by victims of homicide.
The economic benefits of doing so must not be
ignored. They can be calculated; and inevitably
reduce the burden on state health and social services
and enable many victims to sustain wellbeing within
their “new reality” and contribute economically also
themselves as they move forwards in their lives,
having received appropriate and vital support.
In numbers...

770

unique victims and professionals
supported through our National Road
Victim Service

3,319 bereavement packs distributed
718

books and guides distributed
for families with children bereaved in
road crashes

244 police officers from 22 force areas
attended training delivered by Brake
volunteers about the needs of road
crash victims

Brake’s conference for police family liaison
officers was attended by more than

150

delegates, and we delivered national
awards in parliament to FLOs who had
gone above and beyond to help road victims

We are far more than a helpline, but we help victims over the phone. Brake’s National Road Victim
Service was runner up in the Helpline Partnership’s Helpline of the Year Awards, 2019.
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Help from day one onwards

Brake also continued to distribute
guidance for families bereaved by
any sudden cause, under the brand
name Sudden. We distributed

2,400 Sudden books for adults
and children, helping them with
shock and bereavement.
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WORKING WITH COMMUNITIES
TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE
Road Safety Week 2019
took place 18-24 November,
coordinated by Brake in
partnership with multiple
agencies. Brake encouraged
everyone to be a leader for road
safety and ‘Step up for Safe Streets’ by
celebrating the amazing solutions that will allow us
all to get around in safe and healthy ways, every day.
Supporting

Around 8,000 educators, community groups,
companies and road safety professionals
registered for Road Safety Week 2019,
helping around two million people
get involved with the project.
Registrants had access to a
digital, free action pack
of free and low-cost
resources, including guidance,
posters, banners, interactive
resources, selfie boards,
factsheets, and assembly plans, lesson plans
and activity sheets for schools.
Road Safety Week 2019 reached an estimated 1.9
million people through activities, events and social
media. This included assemblies and lessons
delivered to thousands of young people; large
public events organised by emergency services
professionals; driver training, toolbox talks and
displays run by companies; and thousands of
awareness-raising social media posts helping
#RoadSafetyWeek trend at number 6.

Our Beep Beep! Days for
pre-schoolers were run in
March, July and November,
providing activities and
opportunities for the youngest in
our society to understand and engage their
families in key messages, such as hold
hands, walk on pavements, belt up and
slow down.
In numbers...

2,950 schools and pre-school childcare
providers registered to run a Beep Beep! Day
The school and pre-school childcare
providers that registered said they could reach

280,000 children
1,978 educators,

Most of these registrations (

235,852

representing
children) were
for a Beep Beep! Day during Road Safety Week
in November

13,011

There were
user visits to the
Beep Beep! Day pages of the Brake and Brake
Zebra websites and
Beep Beep! Day
resource downloads. The activity cards,
postcards and ‘letter home to parents’ were
downloaded the most.

5,648

1,120 bumper packs were sold to schools
In numbers...

65K unique visitors to RSW website
19K downloads of resources
45K people engaged on Facebook
592K Twitter impressions

and pre-school childcare providers, reaching
an estimated 56,000 children.
This is a

20% increase from 2018.

1.05 million

people were reached
through media activity about Beep Beep! Day
in print/online.

118 local authorities distributed marketing
materials to educators
We continued to target projects at pre-schoolers,
primary schools and youth.
All Beep Beep! Day resources featured characters from
Aardman’s hit television series Timmy Time, helping
engagement through this fantastic partnership.
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374 schools, nurseries and other
educators ran activities

65,000+ children registered to take part
£8,000 raised through fundraising activities
97%

of teachers rated our tools good, very
good or excellent

35 TV and radio stations covered the event
To support this work, we launched our Zebras
website, a wonderful digital home for child and
teacher-friendly content about road safety.

FOR

In numbers...

In 2019, we also extended our
Youth for Brake project to
Warwickshire, working with
young people to encourage
them to speak up for road
safety through their own campaigning efforts locally.

FOR

Our Kids Walk with
Shaun the Sheep, for
infant and primary school
age children, also
benefited from the
Aardman partnership,
and took place on 26 June, with thousands of
children and their teachers marching for safe streets
and slow traffic, raising vital awareness in local
media, and learning about road safety issues in
the classroom too.
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IMPROVING FLEET SAFETY
In February 2019 we launched
the Global Fleet Champions, an
international opportunity for
organisations that are responsible
for the movement of goods or people
to practice excellence in road risk
management through networking
and sharing of best practice.
The project replaced our previous project Brake
Professional. The change in project also heralded us
scrapping membership fees, so anyone can join, for
free, including organisations based in low and middle
income nations where road risk management
practices are often very poor.

Global Fleet Champion headlines:
Finished the year with more than 1400 signed
up Global Fleet Champions, with members
from across six continents.
Issued the first Global Fleet Champions
Award during United Nations’ Road Safety
Week, working alongside another Road Safety
NGO, Pamoja Road Safety, in Kenya. We also
undertook capacity building work with Pamoja
Road Safety and supported them with the
launch of their manifesto for safer bus
transport in Kenya.
Our fleet safety and sustainability professional
development events were attended by more
than 650 delegates. We:
• ran 12 webinars – with 384 attendees
• organised a Fleet Safety Conference for the
UK – attended by 100 fleet professionals
• ran 4 seminars and a round table (on the
topics of fatigue, back to basics, crisis
management, managing road risk, grey
fleet), with 99 delegates
• ran 5 Pledge to Drive Safely workshops
attended by 70 delegates (and undertook a
full review of training materials associated
with this in-company campaign for safe
driving)
Our UK Fleet Safety Awards attracted more
than 88 entries and more than 300 attended
the awards ceremony in Birmingham.
Resources launched during the year included
fleet guidance reports, fact sheets, and blogs
on topics including active and passive safety
systems, speed management through vehicle
technology, driver fatigue, engaging drivers on
key safety measures, telematics and more.
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FUNDING AND FINANCIAL REVIEW
Brake continues to be funded by a
mixed income stream of corporate
giving, sponsorships, community
fundraising, grants, and some
limited trading (for example selling
seats at our annual fleet awards).
We are continuing to work to generate more support
from all income streams to enable growth. Brake has
an enviable history of counting its pennies carefully
and ensuring income exceeds expenditure. However,
for the first time ever in 2018 and 2019 we incurred
a notable rise in expenditure due to staffing of
fundraising in particular but also service staffing
that was sadly not met by income increase; but were
able to fund this out of prior elevated reserves,
maintain reserves above £400,000, and enter 2020
with our costs of quarter one in 2020 already raised
and expenditure reducing. At the time of writing
(late summer 2020), and despite COVID-19, we are
confident that our 2020 accounts will not show a
third year of expenditure outstripping income, and
a recouping of reserves to 2018 levels, giving us the
vital protection that reserves provide in uncertain
times of pandemic. We have also reconsidered our
fundraising strategy can see a clear road ahead for
our income from multiple streams: corporate,
community, and grants statutory and non-statutory.

In 2019, our income streams included unrestricted
corporate and community fundraising, and grant
income, mainly from statutory sources, and we
continued to restrain our fundraising costs further.
We do not work with any commercial participators
or professional fundraisers.

We are continuing to exercise increased, strict
financial control, particularly control of staffing costs,
combined with consistent and diverse fundraising
and careful projection of income, and are confident
our financial stability and value of reserves can be
retained.

Brake ensures it conforms to all recognised
fundraising standards. We are a member of
the Fundraising Regulator and the institute
of Fundraising in the UK. Brake has a
six-point Fundraising Promise that it abides
by as follows:

Our expenditure on all aspects of our work, including
fundraising and administration, is reviewed monthly
in line with agreed parameters, including protection
of funds that are ringfenced for use on our
engagement projects and our National Road
Victim Service.

•
•
•
•
•
•

We undertake this work through a committee
inclusive of senior staff and Board members,
inclusive of the chief executive, chief operating
officer, Treasurer and Chair.
Brake focuses a bulk of its fundraising efforts on
two key income streams: corporate fundraising
and community fundraising.

We are committed to high standards
We are honest and open
We are clear
We are respectful
We are fair and reasonable
We are accountable
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Our fundraising complaints policy is available through
our website and on request to members of the public.
This policy clearly states the steps we will take, should
we receive a complaint about our fundraising
practices. These steps include external investigation
should it become necessary. To date, Brake has never
received a complaint about its fundraising practices.
We recognise that due to the nature of our work, it is
inevitable that our fundraisers will come into contact
with people who are vulnerable and not able to make
informed decisions about their giving. Brake has a
vulnerable supporters policy in place to help our
fundraisers identify vulnerable people and to give them
guidance on how to manage situations as they arise.
Additionally, we follow all current data protection laws
and implement changes to our administration systems
as and when legislation changes, to ensure the
protection of the public, including vulnerable people,
from unreasonable intrusion on a person's privacy,
unreasonably persistent approaches or undue
pressure to give. We do not buy or sell data, including
contact lists, nor do we 'cold call' members of the
public to request money. Additionally, Brake abides by
strict confidentiality practices in relation to our helpline
callers. Helpline callers are never approached for
donations at any point during their contact with Brake.

Reserves policy
It is the desired policy of the board to have
unrestricted funds to cover a minimum six months'
overheads. Brake had reserves of around five
months' overheads at the end of 2018.

Grants and statutory funding
We have continued to work alongside statutory
bodies and are grateful to have received grants in
2019. This includes funding from a number of
statutory bodies for our National Road Victim Service,
including our helpline and support literature for
people affected by road crashes. The Department for
Transport provided funding towards the delivery of
Road Safety Week in November 2019, enabling us
to produce resources and communicate our key
messages to the public.
We greatly appreciate the support we have received
in 2019 and are looking to grow our grants income
in 2020.
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Our fabulous fundraisers
The fundraising support given to Brake in 2019
was fantastic raising £330,000. Many of our
fundraisers are affected by road crashes and
raise funds to help prevent other families
from experiencing the same devastation.
Our fundraisers also help to raise awareness
of Brake’s work within their local communities.
Fundraising events held in 2019 included:

18 parachutists, who raised £7,300
94 runners, who raised £43,000
Our second Brake Ball was held in Sutton
Coldfield and was attended by more than
Brake supporters. It was an excellent event,
with fabulous food, fundraising games,
entertainment, and it raised

200

£7,000

50 people organised bake sales for us, raising
£6,000
Two fantastic days out to the North Wales
ZipWorld, where 48 people took part in the
world’s fastest zip slide to raise money for Brake
This raised

£8,500

£5,000

Our 2019 Virtual Run raised
with
people running, walking, hopping and skipping
their way to fundraise for us

TEACHING SAFE 13
AND HEALTHY MOBILITY
IN SCHOOLS.
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Our corporate partners
Funding from corporate organisations continues
to make up a significant amount of our overall
charity income. We are grateful to all those
organisations who partner with us to help
achieve a common goal of reducing the number
of deaths and serious injuries on our roads.
The support of our corporate partners often
extends beyond financial contributions, and
we are particularly thankful for all those that
donate their time and expertise to help further
the cause of road safety. Above all else, the
contributions of our partners ensure that we
can offer the help and support so vitally needed
for families to piece their lives back together
following a road crash.

CASE STUDY

Our corporate partners enable us to deliver
key campaigns, including our Beep Beep!
Days, Kids Walk and Road Safety Week.
These campaigns contribute hugely to the
narrative of road safety messaging in the UK,
and we are delighted to have corporate
partners to work with us on these initiatives.
Corporate support enabled us to run a series
of webinars focussed on fleet safety, as well
as funding training for our partners in the
emergency services who deal directly with
the victims of road crashes. Thank you to all
our corporate supporters who help make
roads and communities safer, both in the UK
and worldwide.

CASE STUDY

Brake and Sintons

Brake and Virgin Media

In 2019, Sintons became
one of Brake’s valued
corporate partners.
They funded the development of a video for
bereaved families, giving advice about how to
seek appropriate legal support to support them
following a road crash. Additionally, Sintons
proactively supported Brake with fundraising
activities throughout the year including running
a bake sale and taking part in community
fundraisers. During Road Safety Week, Sintons
released a series of podcasts called ‘Under the
blue line’ which included an interview with
Brake about the work the charity delivers.

In 2019, Virgin Media reached
out to Brake to support their
focus on the safety of their
staff who drive for work. In partnership with
Brake, they undertook a thorough review of
their driving policies and training processes.
We provided them with support, guidance
and advice, resources for fleet managers
and drivers, as well as access to external
consultants to enable a comprehensive review
of their road risk management approach.
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Plans for future periods

Risk management

2020 heralds the launch of a new strategic period
for Brake, 2020-2023, working towards a Vision Zero
strategy. This strategy works to raise awareness of
the safe systems approach to save lives on roads and
doing this through engaging civil society, while also
still delivering care for road crash victims. The full
strategy is available on our website.

Our risk assessment and risk management
processes are consistent with good management
practice. We benchmark these against industry
standards. Risk can be defined as the combination
of the probability of an event and its consequences.
Risks can be positive and relate to the taking of
opportunities and can be negative and relate to
undesirable outcomes. Brake is risk averse when
it comes to the protection of our reputation and the
safety of our people and will take managed risks
with respect to investing in our work and in
developing the organisation to have greater impact.

The strategy includes a continued focus on our
National Road Victim Service and evolving its case
management approach to help more people, with
more time and support, who are bereaved and
seriously injured. We are planning a consistent
communication with government to seek engaged
understanding of the need for a developed statutory
funding mechanism for this support.
We will continue to raise awareness within civil
society and engage people in shouting up for
road safety and also raising funds within their
communities for our charity work with road crash
victims. We are planning a relaunch of our website
thanks to Department for Transport funding, with a
concerted focus on enabling people to feel part of a
Brake community; a community of caring people who
want to support our work helping road crash victims
and campaigning, and also make a difference and
enable health and safety streets where they live.

The charity's trustees have given consideration to the
major risks to which Brake is exposed and satisfied
themselves that systems or procedures are in place
to manage those risks. Brake classifies risk within
the following categories —operational, financial,
governance and legislation. Statutory responsibility
for the management and control of Brake rests
with the Board of Trustees. The trustees delegate
day-to-day risk management to the chief executive
and the senior leadership team, and hold them to
account for ensuring that the right processes are
in place to fulfil their statutory role. Trustees have
processes in place to ensure that the senior
leadership team has accurately assessed the risks
and their consequences, that identified risks are
being monitored and managed, that policies and
procedures are in place and that the risk register is
reviewed regularly. Brake complies with all existing
data protection legislation and we are fully compliant
with the General Data Protection Regulation.
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ACCOUNTS
Brake year end 31.12.19

2019

2018

Corporate donations

219,584

247,597

Community gifts and fundraising

377,362

405,298

Road safety activities

602,306

432,184

Victim support activities

351,064

336,950

Investment income

6,820

7,148

Total income

1,557,136

1,429,177

Cost of generating funds

658,239

354,231

Road safety activities

734,278

817,669

Victim support activities

368,418

523,547

Total expenditure

1,778,935

1,695,447

Net gain on investments

12,678

0

Adjustment to reserves

-231,340

-266,270

Corporate partner adjustment (2016 onwards)

0

0

Net adjustment to reserves

-231,340

-266,270

Fixed assets

16,545

20,935

Investments

–

–

Current assets

963,702

963,702

Current liabilities

-394,625

-355,061

407,778

629,576

407,778

629,576

Income
Charitable income

Activity income

Balance sheet

Total reserves

A full set of accounts can be obtained by contacting the Brake office.
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PO Box 548, Huddersfield HD1 2XZ, UK
tel: 01484 559909
email: admin@brake.org.uk
www.brake.org.uk

Brake is a registered charity, number: 1093244
Disclaimer: The products listed and views voiced in this report are not necessarily endorsed
by Brake. Readers are advised to confirm the credibility of services and ideas prior to
considering implementation.
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